Celebrate the arrival of snow with Mouse!

New York, NY—Mouse is back for a new adventure. In **SNOW DAY FOR MOUSE**, the fourth title of the popular series about the furry bespeckled protagonist, Mouse experiences snow for the very first time and makes some unexpected new friends.

Snow! Cookies! Candy! Mouse loves snow days. When he’s accidentally swept out the door and into the snow, Mouse has a blast ice-skating, sledding, and building snow animals—always just one step ahead of sly Cat. Using wordplay, Cox harks upon snow days, a familiar childhood experience for many readers in this new addition to the series, which ends with Mouse in his cozy and comforting hidey-hole. Children of all ages will be excited to explore **SNOW DAY FOR MOUSE**, beautifully illustrated by Jeffrey Ebbeler.

**JUDY COX** is the author of *One Is a Feast for Mouse*, *Cinco de Mouse-O!*, and *Haunted House, Haunted Mouse*, Mouse’s first three adventures. In a starred review, *Kirkus Reviews* said of *Cinco de Mouse-O!* “Children, parents, teachers, librarians will want to follow [Mouse] from one celebration to the next.” She lives in **Oregon**. For more information, visit her at www.judycox.net.

**JEFFREY EBBELER** has illustrated books and magazines for more than ten years. In addition to illustrating all the Mouse books, he has also illustrated *Punxsatawny Phyllis Jane* and *April Fool, Phyllis*. He lives in **Cincinnati, Ohio**. For more information, visit him at www.jeffillustration.com.

---

**Praise for Mouse’s adventures:**

For **Haunted House, Haunted Mouse**:

“Those charmed by Mouse’s previous adventures . . . should prepare for gasps and giggles. . . . A Halloween treat.”—*Kirkus Reviews*

For **Cinco de Mouse-O!**:

★“Ebbeler’s feisty full-page illustrations expand on Cox’s ebullient text and enchanting story line. . . . Adorable.”—*Kirkus Reviews* (starred review)

For **One Is a Feast for Mouse**:

“Plenty of action and humor as well as a thoroughly satisfying ending make this a wonderful holiday read-aloud.”—*School Library Journal*
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